Enjoy
freedom.

mylife™ OmniPod® – the tubing free
insulin patch pump.
The Insulin Management System with just two parts for a compact solution
Small, lightweight and waterproof 1 Pod for more flexibility
Automated and virtually pain-free cannula insertion for more convenience
Integrated blood glucose meter and bolus calculator for
more therapy support
Easy step-by-step instructions for an intuitive therapy management
1 IPX8: 7.6 meters for up to 60 minutes for the Pod. The PDM is not waterproof.

More freedom. More confidence. With mylife™.

Made for life.

Enjoy freedom
Without tubing
The mylife™ OmniPod® Insulin Management System was
created by a father; a man who wanted his son to feel less
tied down by diabetes, whether he chose to run a marathon
or simply play ball with friends.
The result of this vision?
A tubing free insulin pump with many benefits:
Comes pre-assembled: just add insulin
The cannula inserts automatically at the push of a button
Adheres to the abdomen as well as to most places
where an injection would be possible with insulin
pen therapy
Waterproof 1, so there’s no need to disconnect
Wearable under clothing, without a clip
A remote control (PDM) that doesn’t need to be worn
comes with an integrated blood glucose meter and a
bolus calculator

Enjoy mylife™ OmniPod®
Small, slim and lightweight
The mylife™ OmniPod® Insulin Management System is an
innovative insulin pump. It is a system with just two parts:
the Pod and the Personal Diabetes Manager (PDM).
The small, compact Pod is the heart of the system, com
bining an insulin reservoir, infusion set and pumping
mechanism in one unit, which is applied directly onto the
skin and supplies you continuously with insulin for up to
three days. The Pod is controlled wirelessly via the PDM,
which also includes a blood glucose meter and a bolus
calculator.

1 IPX8: 7.6 meters for up to 60 minutes for the Pod. The PDM is not waterproof.

Just two parts
The Pod and the PDM

The Pod
Convenient and discreet
Internal insulin reservoir and pumping mechanism
Small and lightweight (25 grams without insulin)
Strong and flexible adhesive
Stored, personalised basal rate runs even
if PDM is out of range
Automated inserter and angled infusion set built-in
Durable and waterproof1

The PDM (Personal Diabetes Manager)
Customise your therapy
Easy step-by-step instructions guide you through
every delivery
Large colour backlight screen
Built-in FreeStyle blood glucose meter with test strip
port light
7 basal programs
Many temporary basal, bolus and carb preset options
Suggested bolus calculator including insulin on board
function
8 time segments each for target BG value, insulin-to-carb
(IC) ratio and correction factor
Mini USB port for downloading records to data
management systems
Customisable reminders
Colourful accessories to customise the PDM

1 IPX8: 7.6 meters for up to 60 minutes for the Pod. The PDM is not waterproof.

Fill, patch and pump
Just three simple steps to start insulin delivery
The unique design of the mylife™ OmniPod® Insulin
Management System allows for fewer parts and
makes it much easier to prepare it for use: It requires only
three steps to start insulin delivery.
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Fill
Fill the Pod with insulin
(from 85 up to 200 units of
rapid-acting U-100 insulin,
e. g. NovoRapid®, Humalog®
or Apidra®). The Pod automatically primes itself and
performs a series of safety
checks.

Patch
Prepare infusion site. Apply
Pod to the prepared
infusion site and run finger
around the adhesive
to ensure application.

Pump
Press “Start” to activate
virtually pain-free, automated
insertion of the soft cannula
and begin insulin delivery.
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No tubing – more flexibility
Discreet and wearable in so many places
No more snapped or twisted infusion sets. The Pod can
be worn most places an injection would be possible
with insulin pen therapy, meaning fewer challenges of site
management compared to conventional pump therapy.
And because it’s so small, it attracts less attention and
provides a feeling of freedom.

Automated cannula insertion
Experience the advantages
The virtually pain-free, automated insertion ensures soft
cannula inserts with consistent depth and angle. With a
press of a button on the PDM, the cannula is inserted in the
blink of an eye in just 0.005 seconds. It minimises errors
and the needle is never visible.

6.5 mm

No need to disconnect
With the waterproof 1 insulin patch pump
In daily life, quite a lot of pump users disconnect when showering, swimming 2, exercising or during intimate moments,
leaving them with an interrupted basal insulin flow. Not anymore.
The small and lightweight Pod communicates via radio
frequency with the PDM, there is no tubing in between and
the Pod is waterproof 1, so there is no need to disconnect.
No matter what activities you choose to do, there is no
more hassle to disconnect and reconnect, giving you more
time to live your life without interrupting insulin delivery.

Diabetes therapy management
Informative and intuitive
With the mylife™ Software you can manage your therapy
data electronically.
The mylife™ Software not only logs all your therapy data but
also gives you a clear picture of your data, your trends
and ultimately your therapy success. You can also share
all your therapy data with your physician to simplify communication. The PDM is equipped with a mini USB port to
transfer all data to your mylife™ Software.
Download and read more about the mylife™ Software on
the mylife™ Diabetescare website.
1 IPX8: 7.6 meters for up to 60 minutes for the Pod. The PDM is not waterproof.
2 See user guide for more information.

Ypsomed
The company behind mylife™
The company behind mylife™ Diabetescare is Ypsomed, a
Swiss-based medical device company that is sensitive to
the physical and emotional challenges that people with diabetes
face in their everyday lives. Under the name of Disetronic,
Ypsomed manufactured and marketed its first insulin pump
30 years ago and is distributing the first tubing free insulin
patch pump in Europe.

Services around mylife™ OmniPod®
We are here for you!
24 / 7 customer care line
Pod recycling program
Holiday loan PDMs
Dedicated customer care
Training support
Express PDM replacements if necessary

mylife™ OmniPod®
Insulin Management System
System options and settings
Bolus

Increments: 0.05 / 0.1 / 0.5 / 1.0 U
Max. bolus: 30 U
Max. bolus flow rate: 1.5 U/min
Extended bolus: % or U

Basal

7 basal programs
24 segments in 30-minute increments
Max. basal rate: 30 U/h
Basal rate increment: 0.05 U/h
Temporary basal: % or U

Bolus calculator

Insulin on board (IOB)
8 segments for target BG value
8 segments for insulin-to-carb ratio
8 segments for correction factor

Presets

7 bolus presets (e. g. “pizza bolus”)
36 carb presets (e. g. favourite meal)
7 temporary basal presets (e. g. jogging rate)

Memory

Up to 5 400 records (90 days of data)

Blood glucose
meter

FreeStyle meter integrated
Calibration: plasma equivalent
Sample: whole blood, capillary
Sample size: 0.3 μl
Test time: 7 seconds

Test strip

FreeStyle
FreeStyle Lite
FreeStyle Papillon Easy

OmniPod is a registered trademark of Insulet Corporation.
The third-party trademarks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners.
FreeStyle and related brand marks are trademarks of Abbott Diabetes Care Inc. in
various jurisdictions and used with permission.

PDM specification
Size

6.21 × 11.25 × 2.5 cm

Weight

125 grams

Screen

3.6 × 4.8 cm LCD; 6.1 cm diagonal

Battery

2 AAA alkaline batteries
(~3 weeks)

Communication
range

At least 1.5 m (152.40 cm) during
normal operation

Warranty

4 years limited

Pod specification
Size

3.9 × 5.3 × 1.45 cm

Weight

25 grams (without insulin)

Reservoir volume

200 units

Soft cannula

Insertion depth: 6.5 mm
Colour: light blue

Waterproof
rating

IPX8
(7.6 m for up to 60 minutes)

Expiration time

72 hours

Operating
temperature range

4.4 °C to 40 °C

Blood glucose
monitoring systems

Infusion systems

Pen needles and
safety pen needles

Accessories and
services

mylife™ is a range of products and services for people
with diabetes. It offers them everything they need for easy
and reliable self-treatment, giving them more freedom
and more conﬁdence for the life they want to lead.

Headquarters

Ypsomed Distribution AG // Brunnmattstrasse 6 // 3401 Burgdorf //
Switzerland // info@ypsomed.com // www.mylife-diabetescare.com //
+41 34 424 41 11

United Kingdom Ypsomed Ltd. // 1 Park Court // Riccall Road // Escrick //
North Yorkshire // YO19 6ED // info@ypsomed.co.uk //
www.mylife-diabetescare.co.uk // Customer Care: 0344 856 7820
(Calls to this number are free of charge from mobile phones
and landlines, plus your phone company’s access charge.)

700000780/10033321-MSTR-UK-en/V06

More freedom.
More conﬁdence.
With mylife™.

